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Abstract

Intelligent reflecting surfaces (IRSs) have been introduced into wireless communications systems

due to their great potential to smartly customize and reconfigure radio propagation environments in a

cost-effective manner. Despite the promising advantages of IRSs, academic research on IRSs is still in its

infancy. In particular, the design and analysis of IRS-assisted wireless communication systems critically

depend on an accurate and tractable modeling of the IRS. In this article, we first present and compare

three IRS models, namely the conventional independent diffusive scatterer-based model, physics-based

model, and impedance network-based model, in terms of their accuracy, tractability, and hardware

complexity. Besides, a new framework based on partitioning the IRS into tiles and employing codebooks

of transmission modes is introduced to enable scalable IRS optimization. Then, we investigate the impact

of the three considered IRS models on system design, where several crucial technical challenges for

the efficient design of IRS-assisted wireless systems are identified and the corresponding solutions are

unraveled. Furthermore, to illustrate the properties of the considered models and the efficiency of the

proposed solution concepts, IRS-assisted secure wireless systems and simultaneous wireless information

and power transfer (SWIPT) systems are studied in more detail. Finally, several promising future research

directions for IRS-assisted wireless systems are highlighted.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In legacy wireless communications systems, wireless channels are typically considered to be

uncontrollable and treated as “black boxes”. Thus, various advanced communication techniques

have been proposed to adapt to the given properties of these boxes. Recently, reconfigurable

intelligent surfaces (RISs) have stood out as a promising enabler to break this stereotype. In

particular, as a kind of programmable metasurfaces, RISs are able to customize wireless signal

propagation, which opens new avenues for realizing smart radio environments in future sixth-

generation (6G) wireless systems [1]. Among a variety of RISs, intelligent reflecting surfaces

(IRSs) have drawn special attention from both academia and industry due to their low power

consumption and economical implementation cost. Specifically, IRSs are typically implemented

by a large number of passive elements, e.g., diodes and phase shifters, and do not require active

hardware components such as radio frequency (RF) chains [2]. Thus, IRSs consume limited

power for operation (each element consumes typically less than 1 mW), which aligns with the

growing need for green wireless communications [3]. Furthermore, IRSs can be fabricated as

artificial thin films that can be readily attached to the facades of infrastructures, e.g., high-rises

and overpasses, which significantly reduces implementation complexity.

The benefits of IRSs have been confirmed for various wireless communication scenarios in

recent literature, including physical layer security provisioning [4], full-duplex transmission [5],

millimeter-wave wireless networks [6], and simultaneous wireless information and power transfer

(SWIPT) systems [7]. To fully unleash the potential of IRSs, they have to be carefully configured

and their multifaceted impact on the performance of wireless systems has to be accurately

characterized. However, these challenges have not been satisfactorily addressed, yet.

A fundamental obstacle in this regard is the lack of well-balanced IRS models for both

system optimization and performance evaluation of IRS-aided wireless systems. In particular,

there exists a trade-off among different priorities when modeling IRSs, i.e., accuracy, tractability,

and hardware complexity. More importantly, how the IRSs are modeled crucially impacts the

principles and methodologies applicable for the design of IRS-aided wireless systems. So far, a

systematic comparison between existing IRS models and their implications for wireless system

design do not exist.

The goal of this article is to provide a comprehensive overview of different IRS models and to

study their impact on the design of IRS-assisted wireless systems. We investigate three existing
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IRS models in this article. The first model is the conventional IRS model that has been widely

adopted in the literature [1] while the other two have been recently proposed and address the

need for more accurate physical propagation environment characterization [8] and enhanced

IRS capabilities [9], respectively. In addition, a new framework is introduced for scalable IRS

optimization. Then, key challenges for the design of IRS-empowered wireless systems are

identified, where potential technical solutions are discussed for the different considered IRS

models. To provide a deeper understanding of the different IRS models and solution concepts,

we elaborate on two specific application scenarios focusing on secure wireless communications

and SWIPT systems. Furthermore, exciting open problems and future research directions are

also highlighted.

II. IRS MODELING

In this section, we introduce three theoretical IRS models for wireless communications and

present a framework for scalable IRS design, c.f. Fig. 1 and Table I.

A. Independent Diffusive Scatterer-based (IDS) Model

A widely-adopted model for IRSs in the literature of wireless communications is to assume

that each reflecting element individually acts as a diffusive scatterer that is able to alter the

phase of the impinging electromagnetic (EM) wave during reflection [1]. Thereby, the impact of

the IRS is modeled by a diagonal matrix Φ, called phase shift matrix, whose non-zero entries

are the reflection coefficients. Since IRSs are typically passive and to conserve the total energy

during reflection, the magnitudes of the reflection coefficients are set to one, i.e., unit modulus

reflection coefficients. Throughout this paper, we refer to this model as the IDS model and treat

it as a baseline model for more sophisticated IRS models, see Fig. 1.

While the IDS model accounts for the basic properties of IRSs, e.g., the phase shift introduced

by each reflecting element and IRS passivity, it suffers from the following limitations.

• The physical properties of IRSs, e.g., the size of the reflecting elements, polarization,

connectivity among reflecting elements, and wave angle-of-arrival (AoA) and angle-of-

departure (AoD), are not explicitly modeled. Hence, IRS-assisted systems designed based

on the IDS model cannot effectively leverage these important and practical properties.

• The unit modulus constraint on the reflection coefficients significantly complicates the

resource allocation algorithm design [4], [5] making it not scalable for large IRSs.
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Next, we discuss more elaborate IRS models that address the above challenges of the IDS model.

B. Physics-based (PHY) Model

While research on modeling and analysis of intelligent surfaces has a rich history in the

physics and electromagnetics literature, the development of EM-compliant IRS models from a

communication-theoretical perspective has only recently attracted attention [8], [10]. For instance,

in [8], the EM discontinuities imposed by the IRS were modeled by using effective surface

currents and the reflected wave from the IRS was analyzed by solving Maxwell’s equations for

the electric and magnetic vector fields. Also, IRSs were modeled as arrays of electrically and

magnetically polarizable reflecting elements in [10]. Next, we discuss the main ideas of the

proposed PHY model.

One key motivation of exploiting physical information for IRS modeling is to properly capture

the unique radio propagation environment in IRS-assisted wireless systems. In particular, the

number of channel scatterers in wireless systems is typically limited, especially when the direct

link between the transceivers is blocked. Hence, accurately reflecting the impinging EM waves

to the directions that associate with strong paths in the channel is crucial for the IRS to

enhance system performance. Assuming a far-field scenario, an IRS can be modeled by the

generalized radar cross section (GRCS), denoted by g(Ψt,Ψr), which determines how a plane

wave impinging from an AoA Ψt with a given polarization is reflected in an intended AoD Ψr

for a given phase shift configuration of the IRS [8]. Mathematically, one can adopt a GRCS

matrix G, whose entries are g(Ψt,Ψr) evaluated at different IRS AoAs and AoDs, to model

the IRS. Note that in addition to the wave AoAs and AoDs, the IRS GRCS also accounts for

other physical properties of the IRS such as the size of the reflecting elements and the distance

between the reflecting elements, which are not taken into account in the IDS model.

C. Impedance Network-based (INW) Model

In the literature, it is often assumed that each IRS reflecting element is separately controlled

by a tunable circuit which can be modeled as a tunable impedance. For example, an impedance-

based representation of the IDS model was provided in [11]. In contrast, in [9], it was proposed

to connect all or a subset of IRS reflecting elements via an impedance network and jointly

control them via an effective impedance matrix, denoted by Z. In this way, the entire IRS is

modeled as a multi-port network characterized by a general scattering matrix Θ. Depending
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IRS

Tile

Reflecting
element

Transmission modes (codebook)
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IRS IRS

Et(Ψt) Er(Ψr) ∝ g(Ψt,Ψr)Et(Ψt)Et Er ∝ eθEt
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IRS reconfigurable impedance network

Independent Diffusive Scatterer-based (IDS) Model Physics-based (PHY) Model

Impedance Network-based (INW) Model Tile and Codebook-based (TC) Framework

Fig. 1. Illustration of different models and the TC framework discussed in this paper. For the IDS model, Et and Er denote the

electric field on a given reflecting element, respectively, whereas for the PHY model, Et(Ψt) and Er(Ψr) denote the electric

field on the IRS for a wave coming from AoA Ψt and the electric field in the far-field of the IRS along AoD Ψr, respectively.

on how the reflecting elements are connected, IRSs can be categorized into the following three

architectures, see also Fig. 1.

• Single-connected (SC) IRS: For this architecture, the IRS reflecting elements are not

connected to each other. In this case, the INW model reduces to the baseline IDS model,

i.e., Θ = Φ, and the corresponding impedance matrix Z is the same as the one presented

in [11].

• Fully-connected (FC) IRS: For this architecture, each IRS reflecting element is connected

via an impedance to all other reflecting elements, which results in a complex symmetric

unitary scattering matrix Θ [9].

• Partially-connected (PC) IRS: This architecture is a compromise between the previous

two where the IRS reflecting elements are divided into groups and all reflecting elements

within a group are fully connected. Correspondingly, the scattering matrix Θ is a block

diagonal matrix where each submatrix is a complex symmetric unitary matrix.

By connecting the reflecting elements, either fully or partially, via a configurable impedance

network, the scattering matrix Θ is composed of complex symmetric unitary submatrices, which
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TABLE I

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT MODELS AND PROPERTIES OF TC FRAMEWORK

IDS Model PHY Model INW Model

Modeling Phase shift matrix Φ GRCS matrix G Scattering matrix Θ

Diagonal
Entries generated

by g(Ψt,Ψr)

Single-connected: Θ = Φ

Properties Unit modulus entries
in form of eθ

Fully-connected: Complex symmetric unitary

Partially-connected: Block diagonal

Advantages
Accounts for basic

IRS properties
For large IRSs
with AoA &

AoD modeling

Magnitude and phase adjustment of EM waves

Performance improvement

Limitations
Non-physical model

Only for far-field Higher hardware complexity
Not scalable

TC Framework

Compatibility XX XXX X

Advantages Highly scalable

Limitations Codebook-dependent

constitutes a generalization of the unit modulus diagonal matrix Φ in the IDS model. This

indicates that thanks to the additional degrees of freedom (DoFs) provided by the impedance

network, the INW model is able to adjust not only the phases but also the magnitudes of

impinging waves, which can further enhance possible performance gains compared with the

previous two IRS models not employing impedance networks. In addition, the GRCS for the

PHY model can also be integrated with the INW model, which not only improves performance

but also makes the overall model physically explainable.

D. Tile and Codebook-based (TC) Framework

For large IRSs, optimizing each individual reflecting element and estimating the corresponding

channel gain may be infeasible in practice. To address this issue, a framework for scalable IRS

optimization was proposed in [8] which relies on the following two design concepts:

• The IRS reflecting elements are divided into N subsets, referred to as tiles.

• Instead of individually configuring each reflecting element, a predefined set of M phase

shift configurations for all reflecting elements of a given tile, referred to as transmission

modes, are designed in an offline stage and stored in a codebook.

Under this framework, for online transmission or channel estimation, a suitable IRS transmission

mode is selected from the codebook. The TC framework can be applied to the IDS, PHY, and
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INW IRS models, e.g., see [8] for the combination of the TC framework and the PHY model.

When each tile comprises only one reflecting element (i.e., N is equal to the number of

reflecting elements), the TC framework reduces to the conventional non-TC framework that does

not enable scalable IRS design. The other extreme case is that the entire IRS is one tile (i.e.,

N = 1), which implies that a large number of transmission modes M have to be included in a

high-dimensional codebook to achieve satisfactory communication performance. Therefore, both

N and M should not be chosen exceedingly large to strike a good balance between scalability

and achievable performance, which shall also be illustrated via a case study in Section IV.

III. DESIGN CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS

In this section, we identify several key challenges for the design of IRS-assisted wireless

systems and provide potential solutions.

A. Joint Design of Active and Passive Beamforming

To realize the performance gains promised by IRSs, the transmit beams have to be delicately

shaped via both the active antennas at the transmitter (Tx) and the passive IRS reflecting elements.

However, the resulting joint active and passive beamforming algorithm design problem gives rise

to new technical challenges.

• Multiplicative optimization variables: Since IRSs are a part of the wireless channel, the

passive beamforming matrix at the IRS is naturally multiplied with the conventional active

beamforming vectors. As a result, the joint active and passive beamforming design leads to

an intrinsically challenging non-convex problem. To tackle the multiplication of beamform-

ers, a widely-adopted approach is alternating optimization (AO) [4], [5]. In particular, by

dividing the multiplied active and passive beamformers into disjoint blocks, each subproblem

associated with a single block is solved alternately. Another approach for handling the

multiplication of different beamformers is bilinear transformation (BT) [12]. Specifically,

BT fundamentally circumvents the multiplication issue by regarding the product of the

active and passive beamformers as a new entirety. To guarantee the equivalence of such

BT, two additional constraints, namely, a positive semidefinite constraint and a constraint

in form of a difference of convex functions, are enforced. Subsequently, the transformed

optimization problem is solved with the new entirety and constraints while the active and

passive beamformers can be accordingly recovered, respectively.
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TABLE II

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT TECHNICAL CHALLENGES AND POTENTIAL ALGORITHMS

Technical challenge Algorithm

All models and framework Multiplicative variables AO, BT

IDS model Unit modulus constraint MO, IA, SCA

PHY model Binary and unit modulus constraint BnB, MO

INW model Complex symmetric unitary constraint MO

TC framework Binary constraint BnB, QP, ADMM

• IRS-induced constraints: As mentioned in Section II, the modeling of the IRS itself leads

to different constraints for beamforming optimization algorithm design.

IDS model: For the IDS model, each diagonal element of the phase shift matrix Φ is

forced to admit a unit modulus. Since the resulting unit modulus constraint defines a complex

circle manifold, one may resort to the application of manifold optimization (MO) theory

[6]. Alternatively, the unit modulus constrained problem can be equivalently transformed

to a rank-constrained problem, which can be further rewritten as a constraint in form of a

difference of matrix norm functions. This facilitates the design of tractable algorithms by

adopting inner approximation (IA) and successive convex approximation (SCA) techniques

[4].

PHY model: The optimization of the GRCS in the PHY model involves in general a

combination of binary programming for the selection of reflection beams and a unit-modulus

optimization for determining the wave-front phase of each beam [8]. Such problems can be

solved by leveraging MO and enumeration-based algorithms, e.g., branch-and-bound (BnB).

INW model: The INW model, although sidestepping the unit modulus constraint, does

impose a complex symmetric unitary matrix constraint for the IRS scattering matrix Θ

[13]. As the constraint defines a complex Stiefel manifold, we can tackle this difficulty by

resorting again to MO methods.

TC framework: The TC framework introduces binary constraints for transmission mode

selection from the codebook, which leads to a mix-integer optimization problem that can

be optimally solved by BnB. Besides, a suboptimal solution can be obtained by employing

the quadratic penalty (QP) method or alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM)

[7].
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In Table II, we summarize the constraints introduced by the different models and the

TC framework along with some available algorithms for resource allocation design in IRS-

assisted wireless systems.

B. Channel State Information (CSI) Acquisition

Accurate CSI is of great importance for the design of IRS-aided systems. Since RF chains are

not available at the passive IRSs, it is not possible to estimate the IRS-assisted channels directly

by having the IRS emit pilot symbols. Therefore, novel CSI acquisition methods are required

and system design methodologies accounting for the inevitable CSI estimation error have to be

investigated [14].

• Channel estimation: For the IDS and INW IRS models, discrete Fourier transform (DFT)-

based passive beamforming has been widely adopted at IRSs for the CSI acquisition of the

cascaded channel when the receivers (Rx) are single-antenna devices. Yet, when the Rx are

equipped with multiple antennas, it is challenging to construct the cascaded channel for CSI

acquisition. Accordingly, one can estimate the two segments of the cascaded channels in an

AO fashion [6]. Particular attention may be paid to the PHY model, where the sparsity in the

angular domain and propagation paths can be exploited. In particular, abundant estimation

methodologies can be borrowed from the compressed sensing literature where sparsity is

leveraged for recovering the channel matrices from the received signals. In addition, the

CSI acquisition overhead for algorithms developed based on the TC framework scales only

with the numbers of tiles, N , and transmission modes, M , which are design parameters and

can be chosen to trade performance with complexity and/or signaling overhead [15].

• System design with CSI uncertainty: The design of practical IRS-assisted systems has

to be robust against CSI errors. In general, there are two models for characterizing CSI

uncertainty, namely, the deterministic CSI error model and the statistical CSI error model.

The deterministic model assumes that the CSI error lies in an uncertainty region with a

known bound, which leads to infinitely many constraints. A commonly-adopted method is

to transform these constraints into a set of linear matrix inequalities by employing the S-

procedure. On the other hand, the statistical model assumes that the CSI error follows a com-

plex Gaussian distribution with zero mean and known variance, which results in probabilistic

chance constraints. In this case, by investigating the channel distribution and exploiting

the corresponding inverse cumulative distribution function, the probability constraints can
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be replaced by more tractable constraints. Alternatively, one can resort to Bernstein-type

inequalities to obtain a safe approximation. However, since the variables appear in product

form, as discussed in Section III-A, these techniques are not always directly applicable for

IRS-assisted system design. As a compromise, one may exploit suitable inequalities, e.g.,

the triangle inequality, to decouple the product terms in the intractable constraints, which

facilitates the reformulation to a convex problem [5].

C. Hardware Impairments

In practice, hardware impairments of all components of a communication system such as power

amplifiers, mixers, analog-to-digital converters, and oscillators, are inevitably non-negligible. In

IRS-assisted wireless systems, hardware impairments mainly arise from two parts:

• RF chain impairments at Tx and Rx: One widely-adopted model to characterize the

hardware impairments at transceivers is the extended error vector magnitude (EEVM) model

[13]. A distortion noise is added to the transmit/received signals to model the hardware

impairments of the RF chains of the transceivers. This noise is assumed to be Gaussian

distributed with its variance proportional to the power of the transmit/received signals.

• IRS impairments: There are two approaches for modeling IRS impairments. First, one

may model the reflecting elements as finite-resolution phase shifters. In practice, phase

shifters are implemented by positive intrinsic-negative (PIN) diodes and K diodes can

provide 2K different phase shift levels. Second, similar to RF chain impairments, a phase

error term can be added to each IRS reflecting phase shift, which is typically modeled

by a uniformly distributed or Von Mises distributed random variable [13]. The resulting

distortion distribution of each single reflecting element for the IDS model and the phase

shift configuration for the PHY model can be correspondingly derived. However, for the

INW model, where the reflecting elements are connected with each other, the effects of

finite-resolution phase shifters and the distributions of the total phase distortions cannot

be straightforwardly determined. Thus, for the INW model, more research is needed to

characterize the impact of impairments.

Based on the discussions above, the design of IRS-assisted wireless systems considering

hardware impairments is rather challenging. In particular, even for a simple point-to-point trans-

mission, the beamformer vector and IRS reflection matrix appear in both the numerator and de-

nominator of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) expression. Thus, majorization minimization (MM)
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techniques are effective for optimizing impairment-aware IRS-assisted systems [13]. Specifically,

an effective surrogate function needs to be constructed for the SNR expression in quotient form,

such that the optimum is easy to find. Intuitively, it can be expected that the SNR will saturate

when the transmit power is exceedingly large, even for the optimal design, which is a key

difference compared to the case when ideal hardware is available.

D. Multi-IRS Systems and IRS Deployment

Deploying multiple IRSs in wireless systems is a promising solution to fill possible coverage

holes. In practice, IRSs are usually installed at fixed locations, e.g., facades of infrastructures.

Therefore, the locations of IRSs should be determined in an one-off manner by exploiting

statistical information of the channels, building distribution, and population density. Intuitively,

it is beneficial to create line-of-sight (LoS) links between IRSs and transceivers to reduce the

path loss. However, the pure LoS channel matrix is generally rank-deficient, which is a ma-

jor disadvantage for exploiting the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) spatial multiplexing

gain. Hence, ideally, multiple physically separated IRSs should be deployed such that they can

construct full-rank MIMO channels yet with low path loss. A promising solution for multi-IRS

deployment is to leverage radio maps that capture the long-term statistical information of the

radio environment [3].

In fact, jointly optimizing multiple IRSs and the other elements of a communication system

seems to be a difficult task at first sight. Nevertheless, it was revealed in [4] that incorporating

multiple IRSs does not incur additional difficulties for system design. First, as the path loss after

multiple reflections is huge, reflections between IRSs are negligible. Besides, the distributed

IRSs can be thought of as one virtual “mega IRS”. Correspondingly, the IRS reflecting matrices

can be stacked and be treated as one optimization variable that captures the impact of all IRS

reflections [4]. Similarly, the direct and reflecting channel matrices can also be jointly treated as

one effective channel matrix for further optimization. In this sense, all optimization techniques

discussed in this section can be extended to tackling multi-IRS scenarios. One may also apply

the TC framework to reduce the design complexity of the virtual “mega IRS”.

IV. CASE STUDIES

In this section, we present two case studies to illustrate the design of IRS-assisted wireless

systems with different design objectives and for different IRS models. In particular, we first con-
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sider the design of a multi-IRS-assisted secure wireless system under the IDS and INW models,

respectively, where CSI uncertainty is taken into account for the joint design of beamforming

and artificial noise (AN). Then, based on the PHY model and the TC framework, an efficient

design of a SWIPT system with large-scale IRSs is investigated.

A. Secure Wireless Communications via IRSs

We consider an IRS-assisted secure communication system that consists of one Tx and multiple

legitimate Rx in the presence of potential eavesdroppers [4]. Multiple IRSs are deployed for

improving the physical layer security of the wireless network. To characterize the CSI uncertainty

of the eavesdropping channels, we adopt the deterministic model discussed in Section III-B. In

this case study, we aim to maximize the system sum-rate while mitigating the information leakage

to the potential eavesdroppers by injecting AN. In particular, we employ AO to optimize the

IRS phase shift matrix, the transmit beamforming vectors, and the AN covariance matrix in

an alternating manner. In addition, the generalized S-procedure is applied to design a robust

resource allocation algorithm under CSI uncertainty. The unit modulus constraint induced by

the IDS model is handled by the IA approach while the complex symmetric unitary constraint

originated from the INW model is tackled by MO. Finally, the non-convexity of the objective

function is overcome by SCA.

Fig. 2 compares the average system sum-rates achieved by deploying a single IRS and two IRSs

in a secure wireless network. Assume that in total ten reflecting elements are deployed at the IRSs

to enhance the communication performance of legitimate Rx that would otherwise be blocked.

The x-axis of Fig. 2 represents the number of reflecting elements employed at one of the two

deployed IRSs, denoted by M1. First, we note that the proposed optimized scheme significantly

improves the system sum-rate compared to two baselines where a simple transmission technique

and no IRSs are employed, respectively. Furthermore, we observe that uniformly distributing

the reflecting elements among multiple IRSs (M1 = 5) is preferable over deploying them at a

single IRS (i.e., M1 = 0 or M1 = 10) in terms of improving the physical layer security. This

is because multiple IRSs create multiple independent propagation paths which introduce rich

macro diversity, and thus, facilitate the establishment of strong end-to-end LoS channels from

the Tx to the legitimate Rx, whereas a uniform allocation of reflecting elements can exploit the

macro diversity gains more effectively. Finally, because of the additional DoFs introduced by
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to be equipped with 6 transmit antennas. Three single-antenna legitimate Rx and three two-antenna potential eavesdroppers are

uniformly distributed in a cell with radius 100 m. The total number of reflecting elements of both IRSs is ten.

the impedance network, the average system sum-rate achieved with the INW model is higher

than that with the IDS model.

B. IRS-assisted SWIPT Systems

Comprising energy-efficient and programmable phase shift elements, IRSs can benefit energy-

constrained systems, e.g., SWIPT systems, to provide sustainable high data-rate communication

services. Next, to unveil the performance enhancement enabled by employing IRSs in SWIPT

systems, we consider a large-scale IRS with 200 phase shift elements, which can be optimized

by invoking the TC framework. Moreover, to account for the physical properties of the large

IRS, we adopt the PHY model. For a given transmission mode set generated in an offline design

stage, the total transmit power is minimized by jointly optimizing the beamforming at the Tx and

the transmission mode selection policy taking into account the quality-of-service requirements of

information decoding receivers and energy harvesting receivers. As discussed in Section III-A,

we employ a BnB-based algorithm and an SCA-based algorithm to obtain optimal and suboptimal

solutions of the formulated mixed-integer optimization problem, respectively.

In Fig. 3, we investigate the average total transmit power versus the minimum required signal-

to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the information decoding receivers. As can be observed

from Fig. 3, the proposed optimal and suboptimal schemes yield a significant power reduction
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The IRS is equally divided into N tiles and the size of the transmission mode set is M .

compared with the two baseline schemes employing random IRS phase shifts and no IRS,

respectively, which reveals the effectiveness of the proposed design methodology for large-scale

IRSs. Also, we observe that the performance gap between the proposed optimal and suboptimal

schemes is small, which verifies the effectiveness of the latter. Note that by employing the PHY

model and the TC framework, the computational complexity of IRS optimization scales only

with the number of tiles, N , and the sizes of the transmission mode set, M . Fig. 3 demonstrates

that the required transmit power can be reduced by increasing M and N , at the expense of a

higher computational complexity. This indicates that by adjusting M and N , the PHY model

and the TC framework allow us to flexibly strike a balance between computational complexity

and system performance, which facilitates the efficient and scalable design of large IRS-assisted

systems [15].

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

In this article, we have provided a comprehensive overview of different IRS models and

their implications for the design of IRS-assisted wireless communications systems. In particular,

thanks to its simplicity, the IDS model has been widely adopted in the literature. To accurately

characterize the IRS response to EM waves from different impinging directions, the PHY model

was proposed. In addition, at the expense of a higher hardware complexity, the INW model
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the IDS, PHY, and INW IRS models in terms of hardware complexity, accuracy, tractability for

optimization, tractability for analysis, and performance.

was put forward to allow for connected reflecting elements. Finally, the TC framework was

advocated to facilitate the design of large IRS-empowered systems. A qualitative comparison

of the different IRS models and the TC framework discussed in this article is shown in Fig. 4.

To unleash the full potential of IRS-enabled wireless communications, there are several open

research problems that deserve unremitting efforts.

Integrating IRSs into high frequency wireless systems: High frequency wireless systems,

e.g., millimeter-wave and Terahertz communication systems, have received increasing attention in

recent years because of the spectrum crunch dilemma. However, wireless signals are vulnerable

to blockages due to the poor scattering at high operating frequencies. As such, IRSs are a key

enabler to construct an effective virtual LoS link for high frequency communications. The PHY

model introduced in this article would be an excellent candidate for capturing the properties of

limited scattering propagation environments.

Design with statistical CSI: Most design methodologies for IRS-assisted wireless systems

rely on instantaneous CSI. However, this requires all IRS reflecting elements to be rapidly

switched between different phase shift levels, which adds another layer of burden for practical

implementation, especially when the channel coherence time is short. Therefore, designing IRS-

aided systems based on long-term statistical CSI is of great importance to reduce the signaling and

hardware implementation complexity. In addition, while intuitive heuristics have been proposed

for IRS deployment, a sophisticated mathematical formulation for IRS position optimization
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based on long-term CSI is still an open problem.

Artificial intelligence-enabled IRS-assisted systems: Although abundant optimization tech-

niques have been leveraged to design IRS-assisted systems, the resulting computational com-

plexity is still relatively high. In this sense, artificial intelligence (AI)-based techniques seem

promising for the low-complexity design of IRS-empowered systems. In particular, data-driven

deep learning (DL) can be applied to realize truly real-time resource allocation. On the other hand,

model-driven DL exploits explanatory models by exploiting communication domain knowledge

and therefore can reduce the demand for huge volumes of training data.
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